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Phase A, laps 1, 2, 3, 4

Comparison ASWEPs Input Data and MILOC Bucket Temperature
Aswep Period 3rd-12th Sept 1964
Miloc Period 2nd-8th Sept 1964
DISTRIBUTION OF TEMP DIFFERENCES

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS: 49
MILOC 64
Phase A, laps 1, 2, 3, 4

COMPARISON ASWEPS ANALYSIS OF INPUT DATA and MILOC BUCKET TEMPERATURE
Asweeps Period 3rd - 12th Sept 1964
Miloc Period 2nd - 8th Sept 1964

DISTRIBUTION OF TEMP. DIFFERENCES

TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS: 162

![Graph showing distribution of temperature differences with 76%, 43%, and 28% categories.]
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COMPARISON ASWEPS ANALYSIS with ACTUAL LAYER DEPTH

ASWEPS - Period 13th-22nd Sept 1964
MILOC Period 2nd-8th Sept 1964
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Comparison of ASWEP's Layer Depth Analysis with MILOC Layer Depths
ASWEP's Period 13th - 22nd Sept 1964
MILOC Period 2nd - 9th Sept 1964

Total Number of Points: 94
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